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10 BaZi Profiles
In BaZi, the "10 Profiles" stand as the cardinal beacons of individual capability and destiny, 

each reflecting the diverse spectrum of human potential and the nuanced interplay of 

elemental energies. These profiles, akin to the strategic archetypes that underpin the 

complexities of competitive markets and innovative ventures, guide us in aligning our innate 

strengths with the careers that can amplify them—from the Direct Wealth's acumen for 

financial growth to the Rob Wealth's entrepreneurial dynamism and the Direct Officer's 

strategic leadership.

戊
The Director
(Direct Wealth)

 Skilled in managing operations and finance, goal-oriented

 Excel in delegating and defining tasks, strong in financial 

management

 Can thrive as entrepreneurs or business managers

 Potential for significant wealth generation through direct income 

and savings

 Career paths include financial management, business ownership, 

and asset allocation.

壬
The Analyzer

(Direct Resource)

 Excel in research, good with data and numbers

 Capable advisors, leveraging knowledge for guidance

 Proficient in studying, researching, and memorizing information

 Attention to detail, enjoys learning and exploration

 Ideal careers range from financial analysts and data scientists to 

strategic consultants, emphasizing innovation and progress.
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癸
The Philosopher
(Indirect Resource)

 Relies more on intuition than strict logic, holistic thinkers

 Aptitude for innovation, exploring mystical arts or spiritual teachings

 Suitable for advisory roles, fund management, or as spiritual teachers

 Careers in journalism, writing, or exploration of the unknown are 

fitting

 Thrive by embracing unconventional paths and making 

transformative contributions to society.

己
The Pioneer

(Indirect Wealth)

 Entrepreneurial spirit, adept at recognizing business opportunities

 Multitasking, managing multiple uncorrelated streams of income

 Inclined towards luxury but may start from humble beginnings

 Skilled in crisis management, long-term investment strategies

 Careers span from small-scale enterprises to major business ventures.

庚
The Diplomat
(Direct Officer)

 Proficient in planning, structuring, and bringing order

 Ability to mediate and manage effectively

 Career inclinations towards law, order, and operational management

 Potential to progress from managing queues to leading major 

corporate restructures

 Excel in leadership roles by honing strategic thinking and 

organizational prowess.

辛
The Warrior
(Seven Killings)

 	Characterized by a dynamic, problem-solving approach

 	Thrives on challenges, highly competitive and hardworking

 	Careers range from law enforcement to strategic roles in competitive 

fields

 	Potential for acting and achieving superstardom with strategic 

positioning

 Pursue personal growth and develop strategic approaches to 

overcome challenges and achieve goals.
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乙
The Friend

(Friend)

 	Excel in connecting with others, skilled negotiators and counselors

 	Careers in acting, public relations, and networking are suitable

 	Potential to impact millions through the right social connections

 Unleash artistic talents and performative skills, inspiring others 

through creative expression and connection

 	Focus on developing skills in negotiation, public relations, and 

community building.

甲
The Leader
(Rob Wealth)

 Naturally adept at wealth generation, with a keen sense for accruing 

material possessions

 Exhibits a strong ability to identify profitable opportunities and excel 

in making strategic investment decisions

 Capable of bouncing back from setbacks, motivated by the pursuit of 

financial security and success

 Active in various finance-related industries, with a talent for managing 

investments and exploring real estate opportunities

 Possesses an opportunistic mindset suitable for entrepreneurship, 

capable of steering ventures towards prosperity.

丁
The Artist
(Eating God)

 Artistic nature, creative and innovative

 Suitable for careers in creative writing, culinary arts, or nutrition

 Potential to explore and succeed in diverse artistic endeavors

 Cultivate creative skills to achieve breakthroughs in artistic 

endeavors

 	Looks beyond traditional art forms to impact and inspire.
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丙
The Performer
(Hurting Officer) 

 Outgoing and performance-oriented, thriving in the spotlight

 Suitable for careers in public speaking, entertainment, or teaching

 Maximize inherent talents through continuous personal development, 

aiming for excellence in performance-driven fields

 Potential to inspire others and make significant impacts in the 

entertainment industry

 Focus on developing presentation, performance skills, and personal 

branding.

As we synthesize the insights from BaZi, we recognize the "10 Profiles" not just as mere 

descriptors but as strategic tools for optimizing our life's trajectory. The essence of understanding 

your BaZi profile lies in leveraging it much like a venture capitalist would—identifying your core 

competencies, doubling down on them, and strategically navigating the terrain of your 

professional and personal life. Whether you find affinity with the creative spirit of the Eating God 

or the competitive edge of the Seven Killings, your BaZi profile offers a personalized framework 

for the kind of breakthrough innovation and impact that defines the most successful paths in our 

modern world.
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